And we’re off!

The 89th Greater New York Dental Meeting gets off to a strong start

- For the 89th time, the doors to the Greater New York Dental Meeting (GNYDM) have opened, inviting in dentists, hygienists, staff, educators and students from around the world. From now until Wednesday afternoon, hundreds of lectures, hands-on workshops, seminars and product demonstrations will take place on topics ranging from lasers to implants to orthodontics to esthetics to practice management and team building.

Here is just a sample of what you can expect:
- **Botox, Dysport and dermal fillers:** These hands-on workshops introduce procedures on actual patients to teach dentists how to use Botox/Dysport and dermal fillers in their practices; courses are offered today, Monday and Wednesday.
- **Sleep medicine:** Three days of the latest research and awareness of

Get out and explore

*By Fred Michmershuizen, today Staff*

- One of the greatest things about coming to the Greater New York Dental Meeting is that you can explore one of the greatest cities on Earth. When you are done at the Javits Center, there is always plenty to see and do in the Big Apple.

It doesn’t matter whether this is your first time in New York or if you come here every year. There is always something new to discover. Turn the pages for some ideas.

*Ice skaters go in graceful circles beneath the gilded statue of Prometheus and the glittering Christmas tree at Rockefeller Center. (Photos/Provided by NYC and Company)"

*The New York City skyline. (Photo/Provided by www.sxc.hu)*

*see EXPLORE, page 46*
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**PROFIN**

Make Difficult Tasks Easy

The NEW Profin PDX is lighter, smaller, more ergonomic & more affordable!

The instrument of choice for shaping and finishing hard to access areas without damaging adjacent surfaces.

**Product Demonstrations @ GNYDM #1714**

Introductory offer available thru participating dealers.
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